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ABSTRACT Measurements of membrane capacitance (Cm) in Xenopus laevis oocytes offer unique experimental possibilities
but are difficult to perform with current methods. To improve Cm measurements in the two-electrode voltage clamp (TEVC)
mode, we developed a paired-ramp protocol and tested its performance in a model circuit (with tunable Cm, membrane
resistance Rm, and series resistance Rs) and in Xenopus oocytes. In the cell model and with Rs � 0 �, inaccuracy of Cm

estimates was �1% under widely varying conditions (Rm ranging from 100 to 2000 k�, and Cm from 50 to 1000 nF). With Rs �
0 �, Cm was underestimated by a relative error � closely approximated as � � 2 � Rs/(Rs � Rm), in keeping with the theoretical
prediction. Thus, � may be neglected under standard conditions or, under extreme conditions, corrected for if Rs is known.
Relative imprecision of Cm estimates was small, independent of Rs, and inversely related to Cm (�1.5% at 50 nF, �0.4% at
200 nF). Averaging allowed reliable detection of Cm deviations from 200 nF of 0.1 nF, i.e., 0.05%. In Xenopus oocytes, we
could resolve Cm changes that were small (e.g., 	Cm � 2 nF upon 100 �M 8-Br-cAMP), fast (e.g., 	Cm/	t � 20nF/30s upon
1 �M phorbol myristate acetate (PMA)) or extended and complex (e.g., fast increase, followed by prolonged Cm decrease
upon 1 �M PMA). Rapidly alternating between paired ramps and a second, step protocol allowed quasi-simultaneous
monitoring of additional electrical parameters such as Rm, slope conductance gm, and reversal potential Erev. Taken together,
our method is suited to monitor Cm in Xenopus oocytes conveniently, with high temporal resolution, accuracy and precision,
and in parallel with other electrical parameters. Thus, it may be useful for the study of endo- and exocytosis and of membrane
protein regulation and for electrophysiological high-throughput screening.

INTRODUCTION

The most basic electrical properties of biological mem-
branes are conductance (Gm) and capacitance (Cm). To
understand the electrical properties of cells and the func-
tioning of the nervous system, both parameters need to be
studied. Historically, it was capacitance that was measured
first. In 1923, Fricke applied impedance analysis to various
cell suspensions and used his capacitance data to derive the
first, remarkably accurate estimate of the thickness of bio-
logical membranes (Cole, 1968). Only much later were the
first experimental estimates of membrane conductance ob-
tained by extracellular recordings from the squid giant axon
(Cole and Hodgkin, 1939).

Soon, the biological relevance of membrane capacitance
was realized, e.g., for the propagation of electric impulses in
nerve cells, or for synaptic integration. Besides geometry,
the decisive parameter herein is the specific capacitance,
defined as the capacitance per unit area. The specific ca-
pacitance of squid axons was estimated to be 
1.0–1.3
�F/cm2 (Curtis and Cole, 1938).

Because specific capacitance is rather constant in a given
cell (Gentet et al., 2000), it can be taken as a marker of a
cell’s membrane surface area. Thus, capacitance measure-

ments provided, for instance, great qualitative and quanti-
tative detail about membrane dynamics associated with
oocyte maturation and fertilization (for review, see Kado,
1993). When the patch-clamp technique emerged, it was
soon applied to study exocytosis via membrane capacitance
measurements (Neher and Marty, 1982), next to the analysis
of single ion channel currents. Cm measurements using the
new technique could subsequently be refined to such a
degree that single vesicle fusion events, i.e., capacitance
changes smaller than 1 fF on a millisecond time scale, can
be resolved (Lindau and Neher, 1988; Gillis, 1995; Chen
and Gillis, 2000; Gillis, 2000).

Besides being a read-out of surface area, membrane ca-
pacitance can provide valuable information about mem-
brane proteins, by virtue of their complex and specific
dielectric properties. For instance, substrate binding to, or
conformational changes of, integral membrane proteins in-
volve charge displacements within the electrical field and
can turn membranes into highly nonlinear, time-varying
capacitors. In this respect, viewing membrane proteins as
insulators with specific dielectric properties is no less re-
warding than viewing them as conductors. For instance, this
approach is used to study the gating of ion channels (Arm-
strong, 1975; Keynes, 1994) or to map kinetically the trans-
port cycles of membrane transporters (Birnir et al., 1991;
Parent et al., 1992; Loo et al., 1993; Klamo et al., 1996;
Forster et al., 1998).

Capacitance monitoring can be of particular usefulness in
Xenopus laevis oocytes. This experimental system has de-
veloped into a mainstay of current research because of the
ease and flexibility with which heterologous proteins can be
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expressed and characterized functionally via the two-elec-
trode voltage clamp (TEVC) technique. One example for
the potential contribution of capacitance measurements in
Xenopus oocytes is the regulation of ion channels and
transporters. To a large extent, this regulation relies on the
insertion and retrieval of membrane proteins via endo- and
exocytosis, in Xenopus oocytes as well as in native tissues
(Khan et al., 1991; Blumenthal and Kaczmarek, 1992; Bou-
rinet et al., 1992; Murray et al., 1994; Isom et al., 1995;
Hirsch et al., 1996; Klamo et al., 1996; Loo et al., 1996;
Takahashi et al., 1996; Quick et al., 1997; Zhu et al., 1997;
Forster et al., 1999). Conversely, and similarly exciting,
some transport proteins seem to impact on endo-/exocytosis
(Piwon et al., 2000). In this context, Cm measurements offer
one of the most direct and useful means to assess membrane
surface area and its dynamics. Such measurements allow the
important distinction between effects on insertion or re-
trieval on the one hand and direct regulatory effects on
protein function on the other (Vasilets et al., 1990; Blumen-
thal and Kaczmarek, 1992; Hirsch et al., 1996; Klamo et al.,
1996; Loo et al., 1996; Takahashi et al., 1996; Mastrober-
ardino et al., 1998; Forster et al., 1999; Weber et al., 1999;
Tong et al., 2001).

Furthermore, the Xenopus oocyte system lends itself per-
fectly to study the mechanisms of endo- and exocytosis in
general, beyond the specific angle of membrane protein
trafficking. In small cells, Cm measurements using patch-
clamp techniques have already been applied widely and
successfully to study these processes. In Xenopus oocytes,
numerous additional questions surrounding these processes
could be approached by Cm measurements, because the
individual components of the endo- and exocytosis machin-
ery can here be manipulated individually and specifically,
drawing from a wide repertoire of established strategies
(Schmalzing et al., 1995; Quick et al., 1997; Mastrober-
ardino et al., 1998; Peters et al., 1999; Alvarez et al., 1999).
Optionally, Cm measurements can be combined in this sys-
tem with fluorescent, amperometric, or biochemical endo-/
exocytosis assays (Angleson and Betz, 1997) or with me-
chanical stimuli (Zhang and Hamill, 2000).

Somewhat surprisingly, however, Cm measurements have
actually been conducted only sporadically in Xenopus oo-
cytes, leaving these two promising avenues virtually untrav-
eled. The main reason for this situation seems to be the lack
of a powerful yet straightforward method to measure Cm.
Admittance measurements using sinusoidal voltage com-
mands and phase-locked amplifiers (Weber et al., 1999;
Awayda, 2000), for instance, are too cumbersome and de-
manding for a more general use. In addition, the effort
associated with the TEVC variety of this particular ap-
proach is not rewarded by similar low noise and high time
resolution as is the case with the patch-clamp counterpart
(Weber et al., 1999; Awayda, 2000). Ramp and step proto-
cols, on the other hand, have not been modified substan-
tially since their introduction 30 years ago (Palti, 1969;

Adrian and Almers, 1974), thus wasting the opportunity to
exploit modern computers and software to improve their
performance.

In the present work, we attempted to make Cm measure-
ments in Xenopus oocytes better and simpler. To this end,
we used a modified voltage ramp stimulus that improved
analytical performance by using signal averaging, by omit-
ting the portions of the Im trace that are susceptible to
distortion, and by a design that avoids some problems
encountered with other methods, such as dielectric disper-
sion phenomena (sine-wave stimulation) or deviation of
capacitive transients from simple exponential shape
(square-wave stimulation). Systematic characterization of
method performance in a model circuit and in native oo-
cytes showed that this modified ramp approach is suited to
monitor Cm in Xenopus oocytes with high accuracy and
precision and is robust in the face of high Rs, low Rm, or
non-ideal voltage clamp conditions. All other parameters
required for the complete electrical characterization of basic
biomembranes can be monitored simultaneously with Cm.
This straightforward method should facilitate studies of
exocytosis, endocytosis, hormonal regulation of membrane
transport proteins in Xenopus oocytes, and the use of Cm

measurements in electrophysiological high-throughput
screening.

METHODS

Rationale

Four basic ways to measure Cm can be distinguished, based on the param-
eters that are used to calculate Cm (for reviews, see Cole, 1968; Kado,
1993; Gillis, 1995). 1) Voltage ramps are employed to elicit constant
capacitive currents Icap. Under the assumption that Icap � Im, Cm can easily
be calculated according to Cm � Icap � dt/dV (Palti, 1969). With signifi-
cant noncapacitive current components, a more involved version of this
approach becomes necessary (Johnson and Thompson, 1989). 2) Voltage
steps are used to elicit a capacitive transient Icap, the integral of which is
related to the size of the voltage step 	V and to capacitance Cm according
to Cm � Qcap/	V (Adrian and Almers, 1974; Peres and Bernardini, 1985;
Kado, 1993). 3) Voltage steps and the associated capacitive transient may
be analyzed in an alternative way. Namely, the measured peak current at
t � 0 and the fitted time constant � of the ideally monoexponential current
decay allow one to solve for Cm. Analogously, a current step can be used
to determine Cm in the current clamp mode (Kado, 1993). 4) Sinusoidal
voltage commands are used to probe membrane admittance (or imped-
ance), from which relative Cm changes or absolute Cm values can be
computed. Several variants of this approach exist, which may include
phase-sensitive detection; single, dual, or multiple frequencies; and various
algorithms for the fitting and correction procedures involved (Gillis, 1995).

Among these four basic approaches, we chose voltage ramps as a
starting point for our attempt to improve Cm measurements because several
lines of evidence and reasoning suggested that their theoretically achiev-
able performance in the particular setting of TEVC measurements in
Xenopus oocytes should be equal to or better than the performance of the
other three approaches (see Discussion). Notably, voltage ramps are also
the most straightforward way to measure Cm. In contrast, admittance
measurements put considerable demands on hardware, software, and elec-
trophysiology skills of the experimenter, apparently without much room for
simplification.
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So far, ramp-based capacitance measurements in whole cells or prepa-
rations thereof used sawtooth stimuli, i.e., continuous, triangular ramps
(Fig. 1 A) (Palti, 1969; Moody and Lansman, 1983; Neher, 1971; Moody
and Bosma, 1985; Block and Moody, 1987; Johnson and Thompson,
1989). In its simple version (Palti, 1969; Neher, 1971; Moody and Lans-
man, 1983; Moody and Bosma, 1985; Block and Moody, 1987), the
approach treats the membrane as a pure capacitor, neglecting its conduc-
tance. A more exact version (Johnson and Thompson, 1989) requires
determining Im at two particular time points to obtain the capacitive
component of Im (left side of Fig. 1 A, shaded circles). This procedure
precludes, however, the use of signal averaging within one ramp. Further-
more, one of the points is rather sensitive to non-ideal voltage clamp
conditions (right side of Fig. 1 A), and cumbersome corrections or approx-
imations may become necessary (Johnson and Thompson, 1989).

Alternatively, a single ramp in conjunction with a segment where Vm is
constant, such as shown in Fig. 1 B, would allow us to use signal averaging
for one of the required parameters and to choose a time window suffi-
ciently far away from the transition from ramp to constant segment. Yet

another ramp profile, such as presented in Fig. 1 C, would allow us to
determine both required parameters through signal averaging, and both
time windows for averaging may be set at a distance from the transition
points. Finally, the ramp profile shown in Fig. 1 D would have the same
advantages as the ramp shown in Fig. 1 C, i.e., the possibility to use
averaging and to avoid the transition zones. In addition, however, this ramp
has lesser requirements as to the constraints that must be fulfilled to yield
valid Cm estimates and is therefore applicable to a much wider set of
electrical networks. In particular, these paired ramps yield exact Cm values
even for equivalent circuits with arbitrarily nonlinear, voltage-dependent
parallel resistances and current sources (see next paragraph). Therefore, we
chose the ramp type shown in Fig. 1 D for our attempts to improve Cm

measurements by the TEVC technique.

Calculation of Cm

Capacitance is calculated from the charges flowing during two voltage
ramps, one depolarizing (or hyperpolarizing) and one repolarizing. From
QA and QB, the current integrals during the two respective ramps, and the
known ramp height 	V, the capacitive charge Qcap associated with 	V can
be separated out algebraically simply as Qcap � 1/2(QA � QB), and
capacitance is calculated as Cm � Qcap/	V � 1/2(QA � QB)/	V.

This approach is illustrated in Fig. 2. It can be applied to passive, linear
networks (Fig. 2 A) but also to active, nonlinear networks with voltage-
dependent elements (Fig. 2 B); in either case, however, network properties
must be strictly time independent.

Consider first the passive, linear network shown in Fig. 2 A, consisting
of a resistor Rm and a parallel capacitance Cm. Passivity means that Im(0
mV) � 0 mA, and linearity means that the differentials dIm/dVm and
dQm/dVm have constant values, independent of Vm or time. The total
current Im at any time t and voltage Vm is the sum of two components,
resistive current (Ires) and capacitive current (Icap):

Im � Ires � Icap (1)

The charge Qres(A) that is moved across Rm by Ires during ramp A is given
by the corresponding integral of Ires(t). Ramp B runs through the same
voltage profile, just in opposite direction. For symmetrical ramps, Qres(B)
therefore has the same magnitude and sign as Qres(A):

Qres�B � Qres�A � Qres (2)

Asymmetrical ramps with two different slopes may be used as well for Cm

determinations, but apart from slightly different algebra there are neither
advantages nor disadvantages. For instance, data in Figs. 7 and 8 were
acquired using slopes that differed by a factor of 2. In a linear capacitance
Cm, the current Icap(t) is Icap � Cm � dV/dt, and the charge associated with
	V during ramp A is Qcap(A) � Cm � 	V. For ramp B, 	V has an opposite
sign:

Qcap�B � �Qcap(A) (3)

For simplicity, we define Qcap(A) � Qcap. The total charges flowing during
each ramp are termed QA and QB, respectively. We can express QA and QB

as the sums of resistive and capacitive charges: QA � (Qres � Qcap), and
QB � (Qres � Qcap). The sum of QA and QB is a pure resistive charge,
because the capacitive components are of opposite sign and cancel each
other out. It follows that Qres � (QA � QB)/2, and therefore Qcap � (QA

� Qres) � 1/2(QA � QB). Finally, capacitance is calculated as follows:

Cm � �QA � QB/�2	V (4)

Next, consider an active, nonlinear network as the one shown in Fig. 2 B.
The network is termed active because of the current source; as a formal
consequence, the I-V and Q-V relationships may have nonzero values at Vm

� 0 mV. Furthermore, the network is termed nonlinear because the

FIGURE 1 Optimizing ramp-shaped voltage stimuli for capacitance
measurements. The thin upper traces show command voltage (Vc); thick
lower traces show corresponding current response (Im); single Im values
(shaded circles) or Im integrals (shaded polygons): parameters required to
determine Cm. (A) Continuous symmetrical triangular ramps. The differ-
ence 1–3 is easy to determine, but not exact unless Rm approaches infinity
(left side) (Palti, 1969). The differences 1–2 or 3–4 yield exact values but
are difficult to determine under non-ideal clamp conditions (right side)
(Johnson and Thompson, 1989). (B) Simple ramp. Trace portions used for
Cm determination are more robust than in A and can in part be determined
using signal averaging. (C) Modified simple ramp. In this particular case,
�Ires � �Ihold � 0; averaging/integration can be applied to all parameters.
(D) Paired ramps. As in C, averaging/integration can be applied to all
parameters. In addition, the Cm determinations from D are generally valid,
both for linear and nonlinear I-V relationships. Time windows in which
relevant parameters are measured can be set at a distance from portions that
are particularly susceptible to distortion under non-ideal clamp conditions
(right side).
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magnitudes of Cm, Rm, and Ioffset are not assumed to be constant but may
vary as functions of Vm. Interestingly, Cm can still be determined by the
same procedure, even though the particular voltage dependencies of all
three elements may be unknown (assuming time independence of all
variables; see Discussion). This follows intuitively from the consideration
that voltage dependence changes only the shape of the capacitive and
resistive current components, but not their symmetry around a point and a
mirror axis, respectively. Therefore, Eqs. 1–3 are satisfied again, which
define Cm unambiguously (Eq. 4). If Cm itself varies between Vhold and
Vpeak as a function of Vm, the calculated value of Cm acquires the meaning
of the average capacitance between these two points.

Ramp stimulus

The calculation of Cm is independent from the nature of the stimulus
segments preceding and following the relevant ramp segments. It is there-
fore possible to embed the relevant ramp segments of the voltage stimulus
in other segments. These can be designed such that they 1) do not cause
sudden current jumps by themselves, 2) last long enough to sufficiently

diminish the effect of preceding jumps, and 3) challenge only minimally
the voltage clamp with respect to speed and current amplitude. These
measures will help to minimize the effect of clamp artifacts, non-ideal
clamp behavior, or slow clamp (Fig. 3 A).

Further important ramp parameters are the slope dV/dt, duration T, and
position, defined by Vhold. Under ideal voltage clamp conditions, the
capacitive component of the compound current increases linearly with
dV/dt, improving the signal-to-noise ratio, whereas the total signals (i.e.,
QA and QB) increase with t, improving precision. In this work, ramps had
slopes of 2 V/s and durations of 10 ms as shown in Fig. 3 A, and Vhold was
set to �50 mV, unless indicated otherwise.

Monitoring of other electrical parameters

In many experiments, it is desirable or required to not only collect Cm

information but also cover the other electrical parameters of biomembranes
as well. For instance, to fully describe a lumped parameter equivalent
circuit of a rather simple model cell, consisting of a capacitance, a parallel
conductance, and a parallel current source (or, equivalently, a voltage
source in series), two further variables need to be determined in addition to
Cm. In principle, this could be done by sampling Ihold at Vhold as point
measurements during a constant voltage segment between two ramp stim-
uli and calculating Gm from the paired ramps as Gm � (QA � QB)/T(2Vhold

� 	V). In practice, however, we observed in preliminary experiments that
this approach yielded noisy and inaccurate results, particularly when Gm

was small and Cm large.
Better results were obtained by using a second, separate voltage stim-

ulus and apply again signal averaging to the resulting current trace. This
stimulus (Fig. 3 A, lower panel) consists of a simple step from Vhold(1) to
Vhold(2). Averaging of Im over the same time windows as for the paired
ramps yields Ihold(1) and Ihold(2). These I-V pairs define two points that are
sufficient to completely determine a linear I-V relationship, implying the
values of Rm, Gm, slope conductance gm, rm (the reciprocal of gm), and the
reversal potential Erev. Furthermore, Cm together with a value for specific
capacitance from the literature (e.g., 
1 �F/cm2) may be used to calculate
membrane surface area A and hence the scalar current density J � Im/A.

Software

Two commercially available electrophysiology software programs, PULSE
and X-CHART (HEKA Electronics, Lambrecht, Germany), were pro-
grammed to carry out stimulation, data acquisition, signal averaging, Cm

calculation, and display of raw traces and calculated Cm values (Fig. 3).
The important feature herein is the integration of two complementary
programs: one of them (PULSE) samples raw current data at high rates (50
kHz) but subsequently reduces this complex information to a few charac-
teristic parameters, i.e., QA and QB, or Ihold(1) and Ihold(2), using the online
analysis function. The second program (X-CHART) samples the results of
the first program’s online analysis at low rates (�50 Hz) and virtually in
real time and uses them together with the known stimulus parameters to
calculate Cm, gm, Erev, etc. Thus, the high-frequency data can be discarded
after every sweep. This integrated mode of operation minimizes data load
and offers great flexibility with respect to real-time calculations and
display.

Hardware

For two-electrode voltage-clamp experiments, we used a TEC-05 amplifier
(NPI Electronic, Tamm, Germany) that was connected to a personal
computer via an analog-digital converter (ITC-16; Instrutech, Port Wash-
ington, NY). Clamp performance was adjusted according to the absolute
value optimum (AVO) algorithm (Polder and Swandulla, 2001) by means
of proportional and integral gain controls during application of a square-

FIGURE 2 Principle of capacitance measurements using paired voltage
ramps. (Upper) Electrical equivalent circuit of hypothetical cells; (Lower)
Voltage stimulus and corresponding current components. (A) Passive,
linear network. Membrane capacitance Cm and resistance Rm can be
determined theoretically exact from the current integrals during the ramps
A and B, together with the known ramp duration T and ramp height 	V.
(see Methods for details); (B) Active, nonlinear network. In addition to A,
an energy source producing an offset current Ioffset is present, and the
respective values of all elements are functions of membrane potential Vm.
If Cm is not constant within the tested voltage range, the calculated Cm

represents the corresponding average (see Methods for details). Vc, com-
mand voltage; Icap, capacitive current component; Ires, current across Rm (in
A) or across Rm plus Ioffset (in B); Im, total membrane current.
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shaped control pulse. Herein, the integral portion of the feedback circuit
reduces the steady-state voltage clamp error to zero, both in theory and in
practice (Polder and Swandulla, 2001). Neither capacitance compensation
nor series resistance compensation were used throughout this study. Cur-
rent signals were filtered at 20 kHz using a four-pole Bessel filter.

For voltage clamping of the model cell, the current and potential
electrode holders and ground were directly connected with the model via
BNC adapters or plugs, respectively. For voltage clamping of Xenopus
oocytes, cells were placed in a small, custom-made Teflon chamber and
impaled with microelectrodes that were filled with 3 M KCl and had final
resistances of 0.5–2.0 M� (current electrode) or 1–5 M� (potential elec-
trode). Silver wires for microelectrodes and ground wires were chlorided in
3 M KCl under standardized conditions using a chloriding apparatus (NPI
Electronic). The TEC-05 functions as a voltage-controlled current source
(Polder and Swandulla, 2001; Kordas et al., 1989), and the bath could be
grounded directly by a AgCl wire without a bath clamp. The Xenopus
oocytes could be superfused continuously through a gravity-fed system.
For quick solution changes, solutions were pipetted directly into the
chamber.

Electrical cell model

To assess the performance of our method to measure capacitance in
Xenopus oocytes, we relied largely, but not exclusively, on a model
electrical circuit (Fig. 4). Most measures of analytical performance, e.g.,
accuracy, precision, and robustness in the face of varying recording con-
ditions, cannot be characterized directly in Xenopus oocytes in a reproduc-
ible and comprehensive way. First, the true value of Cm (and of other
relevant electrical parameters) in Xenopus oocytes is unknown, and no gold
standard is currently available that could be used to calibrate these prep-
arations. Second, the electrical parameters of the membrane and the re-
cording arrangement cannot be manipulated individually and randomly to
test a range of defined recording conditions. These limitations can be
overcome with an appropriate model circuit.

We used a model circuit in which the oocyte is represented as a
three-element network (Fig. 4), consisting of a series resistance (Rs) that is
connected in series with a parallel combination of a membrane resistance
(Rm) and a membrane capacitance (Cm). The model circuit furthermore
includes fixed current electrode and potential electrode resistances (1 M�
each), and fixed bath and reference electrode resistances (100 k� each).
The model was assembled from a custom-built circuit (NPI Electronic,
Tamm, Germany) with infinitely tunable Rs and Rm (0–2 k� and 0–2 m�,
respectively) and a capacitance box that allowed us to set Cm values
between 0 and 1000 nF in 10-pF steps (Martindale Electric, Watford, UK).

Xenopus oocyte experiments

For performance tests in X. laevis oocytes, we used native stage V-VI
oocytes. Animal husbandry, partial ovariectomy, defolliculation, cRNA

role of cysteines in the electrogenic, polyspecific organic cation transporter
from rat (rOCT1). At 
60 s, the oocyte was exposed for 50 s to 5 mM
MMTS, a membrane-permeable, covalent cysteine modifying reagent. At
180 s, current filtering was switched from 20 kHz to 20 Hz, and Im was
sampled directly from the current output of the amplifier. At 200 and 250 s,
the oocyte was superfused with substrates of rOCT1 (3 mM TEA and 10
mM choline, respectively). Noise in the Im trace is of similar magnitude
with averaging at 20 kHz as compared with individual data points from the
heavily filtered (20 Hz) Im trace. A transient Cm increase of 
2 nF is clearly
resolved. Furthermore, it can be seen that in this example Im is not following
gm, but rather changes due to a changing Erev. Some parameters are not
independent variables, but helpful for visualization, e.g., gm versus rm.

FIGURE 3 Paired ramps plus step protocol allow comprehensive mon-
itoring of electrical parameters. (A) Voltage stimuli and current responses.
(Upper panel) Cm: determination of capacitance; (Lower panel) gm: deter-
mination of current-voltage relationship. Vc, voltage stimulus; Im, current
response (original recordings from an untreated stage V Xenopus oocyte),
shaded areas, windows for integration (Cm) or averaging (gm). Cm is
calculated from the two current integrals as described in Methods. gm is
calculated as the difference of the two average currents, divided by the
height of the voltage step. (B) Comprehensive equivalent circuit monitor-
ing. Sample recording, illustrating the continuous monitoring of equivalent
circuit parameters (Cm, Vm, Im, Gm, gm, Rm, rm, Erev; see Methods) from the
two alternatively applied stimuli, taken from ongoing studies on the
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synthesis and injection, and maintenance of oocytes was performed by
standard procedures as described previously (Nagel et al., 1997). ND96
solution consisted of 94 mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 1.8 mM
CaCl2, and a combination of 1.953 mM HEPES acid and 3.047 mM sodium
HEPES, yielding pH 7.4 at 22°C. Phorbol-12-myristate-13-acetate (PMA)
and 8-Br-cAMP were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (Deissenhofen,
Germany) and methyl-methane-thiosulfonate (MMTS) from Toronto Re-
search Chemicals (Toronto, Canada).

RESULTS

Continuous monitoring of Cm using our modified ramp
approach was implemented in PULSE and X-CHART with
a few short files (available from the authors). These files
defined the stimulation protocols (pulse generator file,
*.pgf), the online analyses (macro file, *.mac), and Cm

calculation and data display (parameter file, *.prm). Cm

monitoring was started and stopped via a button in the
oscilloscope window of PULSE. Random activation and
deactivation of Cm measurements during an experiment was
possible without data loss, which allowed, for instance, to
run other protocols such as I-V curves or to switch inter-
mittently to current clamp mode. During Cm measurements,
the Im responses to the voltage stimuli were displayed in the
oscilloscope window, providing visual feedback about
clamp quality. In two further windows, X-CHART dis-
played basic parameters and online-analysis results sampled
from PULSE (Vc, Vhold, Im, Ihold, and QA, QB, Ihold(1),
Ihold(2), respectively) and derived parameters calculated by

X-CHART (Cm, Rm, rm, Gm, gm, Erev, A, and J), both as
continuous traces (graph window) and in numerical form
(data and comments window; Fig. 3). These values were
continuously updated in real time, and no off-line analysis
was required.

Precision in model circuit

Fig. 5 shows the results of measurements in the model cell
that should test the precision of the method. The quantitative
measure used here to describe the variability of individual
Cm determinations was the coefficient of variation (in per-
cent), or relative imprecision.

It can be seen in Fig. 5 A that imprecision of Cm estimates
was smaller than 1.4% under all tested conditions. Relative
imprecision was smaller at higher Cm as compared with
lower Cm (0.27–0.44% at 200 nF vs. 1.16–1.35% at 50 nF).
In absolute values, however, imprecision was comparable in
both cases (500–800 pF). Interestingly, imprecision was not
significantly affected by Rs or Rm (Fig. 5 A).

FIGURE 4 Electrical cell model used to test Cm determination using
paired voltage ramps. An electrical circuit with individually tunable pa-
rameters, representative of a typical arrangement for two-electrode voltage-
clamp (TEVC) recording from Xenopus oocytes, was used to quantitate
accuracy, precision, and robustness of Cm measurements (see Methods
for details). Rs, series resistance; Rm, membrane resistance; Cm, mem-
brane capacitance; Rc-el, current electrode resistance; Rp-el, potential
electrode resistances; Rbath, bath electrode resistance; Rref, reference
electrode resistance.

FIGURE 5 Precision of Cm measurements using paired voltage ramps in
electrical cell model. (A) Imprecision of individual Cm estimates at 50 nF
and 200 nF. Imprecision is given as the coefficient of variation (in percent)
of Cm measurements as estimated from 100 paired ramp duplets for each
data point (bars). Measurements were obtained for both Cm values at
various Rm (10 k�/100 k�/2 M�) and two different Rs (0 �/1 k�). It can
be seen that imprecision increases at smaller values of Cm, whereas Rm and
Rs do not affect precision within the tested range. (B) Resolving 0.1-nF
differences using signal averaging. Cm of the model circuit was set to 
206
nF, and small deviations from this value were superimposed by means of
a dial with a 100-pF gradation. Each data point was averaged from 20
individual Cm determinations. Averaging required for this sensitivity re-
duces time resolution to 
0.5 Hz.
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As expected, precision could be improved by averaging
Cm from multiple measurements. Fig. 5 B shows a recording
where each data point was averaged from 20 individual Cm

estimates; starting with a capacitance of 
206 nF, Cm was
changed in steps of decreasing magnitude (Rs � 0 k�, Rm

� 2 M�). It can be seen that this moderate averaging was
sufficient to reliably resolve changes of 100 pF, correspond-
ing to a resolution of 
0.05%. At this improved sensitivity,
Cm updates were obtained approximately every 2 s or at 0.5
Hz, as opposed to 
0.05 s or 20 Hz without averaging.

With the second, voltage-step protocol, the absolute im-
precision of individual Ihold measurements was rather con-
stant around �5 nA, which translated into relative impre-
cision that depended strongly on Rm (0.09% at 10 k�,
0.10% at 100 k�, and 9.78% at 1 M�; n � 1000, Rs � 0
�, and Cm � 250 nF).

Accuracy in model circuit

Fig. 6 shows the results of measurements that should test
the accuracy of the method in the model cell. The quan-
titative measure used was inaccuracy, i.e., the deviation
of measured Cm from the true Cm, expressed in percent of
the true Cm.

In the absence of any series resistance (Fig. 6, top panel),
inaccuracy of the Cm estimates was ��1% for most condi-
tions tested. Values above that band were found when Cm

was very small (�50 nF). Inverting the orientation of the
test pulse did not affect Cm determination. Initial experi-
ments had shown an increasing underestimation of Cm with
decreasing Cm (data not shown). This effect could be attrib-
uted to a phase lag, introduced by the four-pole Bessel filter,
which in effect shifted the current integration window off
the ramp center. The error was largely abolished after shift-
ing the integration window into the same direction by 40 �s,
the measured value of the phase lag. Alternatively, direct
sampling of the unfiltered current output abolished these
systematic deviations, but this approach was associated with
increased imprecision, probably due to aliasing noise.

We noted that such high accuracy of Cm measurements
depended on the use of proportional-integral feedback, af-
forded by the TEC-05 amplifier, as compared with simple
proportional feedback. For instance, when integral gain was
switched off and proportional gain set to maximum, we
observed underestimation of a 250-nF capacitance by 
5%
at Rm � 10 �� and of 
0.25% at Rm � 100 k�. With
proportional gain deliberately reduced to yield a steady-
state clamp error of 5% at Vc � �100 mV and Rm � 10
k�, the resulting Cm errors were greater than expected
from the clamp error alone (
10% at 500 nF, 
8% at
250 nF, 
7.5% at 150 nF, and 
9% at 50 nF). With
integral gain switched on, the Cm estimates became vir-
tually identical to the ones obtained with maximized
proportional gain (Fig. 6).

With series resistances of 0.5 k� (not shown) or 1.0
k� (Fig. 6, middle panel), systematic underestimation of
Cm became apparent also with proportional-integral feed-
back. This underestimation reached from a few percent to
more than 17% at Rm � 10 k�. If Rm was 100 k� or
higher, however, inaccuracy was always better than
�2%. The empirically obtained errors very closely fol-
lowed the theoretically predicted errors (Fig. 6, lower
panels; see Discussion).

With the second, step protocol, the inaccuracy of indi-
vidual gm estimates was smaller than the 1% tolerance of the
resistors used to build the model cell (0.5, 1.0, 10, and 100
�S). Because gm is calculated from the difference between
two Ihold values, it was independent from putative offset
currents. In contrast, the accuracy of individual Ihold mea-
surements was limited in practice by the relatively coarse
dial used to zero the Im output of the amplifier.

FIGURE 6 Accuracy of Cm measurements using paired voltage ramps in
electrical cell model. Inaccuracy of Cm measurements was measured as the
difference (expressed in percent, ordinate) between the Cm value dialed on
the model circuit (abscissa) and the measured Cm value (mean, n � 200 for
each data point). (Upper panel) Series resistance Rs � 0 �; (middle panel)
Rs � 1 k�; various values of membrane resistance Rm (10 k�, E; 30 k�,
�; 50 k�, �; 100 k�, Œ; 500 k�, �; 1 M�, F) and of Cm (10–1000 nF,
abscissa). For Rm 	 100 k�, inaccuracy of Cm estimates was better than
�2% under all conditions, irrespective of Rs. (Left bottom panel) Plot of
inaccuracy (in percent) as a function of Rs/(Rs � Rm), expressed in percent;
dashed line is the plot of the fitted function y � �(2x � x2); (Right bottom
panel) residual plot showing the deviation of observed inaccuracy from the
fit. Similarly small residuals are obtained with y � �2x.
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Performance in Xenopus oocytes

In Xenopus oocytes, Cm was recorded with the same pro-
tocol as used with the model circuit. Continuous stimulation
for up to 2 h did not affect stability or quality of the
recordings, as judged from baseline electrical parameters
and Cm values. Imprecision in Xenopus oocytes was com-
parable to imprecision in the model cell; no attempt was
made, however, to evaluate imprecision in relation to Cm,
Rm, or Rs in a systematic manner. Accuracy could not be
tested in Xenopus oocytes. In contrast to the model cell,
inverting the orientation of the test pulse slightly and incon-
sistently reduced the apparent Cm. This effect was only
observed when pulses started from the same Vhold into
opposite directions but was abolished when Vhold was ad-
justed such that the voltage range covered during the inte-
gration windows was identical for upward and downward
pulses. These observations point to a genuine voltage de-
pendence of Cm rather than an artifact, but this was not
pursued further.

Fig. 7 A shows that our method resolved Cm changes in
the nF range. An oocyte continuously superfused with
ND96 control solution showed a stable baseline capacitance
of 
185 nF. Upon exposure to 100 �M 8-Br-cAMP in

ND96 for 100 s, membrane capacitance initially increased
within several minutes by 
5 nF to a new stable value.
Upon repeated exposure, a smaller increase of 
3 nF was
observed, and a third pulse of the cAMP analog failed to
produce a significant effect on Cm. In contrast, subsequent
incubation in 1 �M PMA produced a large Cm increase of

20 nF within 
10 min, followed by a prolonged Cm

decrease (not shown). Similar effects of cAMP, both qual-
itatively and quantitatively, were observed consistently in
other oocytes tested. These findings suggest that PKA ac-
tivation can mobilize only a small subset of potential exo-
cytotic vesicles, whereas PKC activation controls a larger
vesicle pool. It is unclear whether cAMP-dependent and
PMA-dependent vesicle pools are completely distinct or
whether they partially overlap. Such data on repeated or
successive stimulations in a single cell would be hard to
obtain using biochemical approaches.

Fig. 7 B illustrates that our method was able to monitor
relatively fast Cm changes. The Cm change was produced by
incubation of the oocyte in 1 �M PMA and became appar-
ent after a lag phase of 
30 s. The Cm increase was
followed by a prolonged and sustained Cm decrease (not
shown). Time resolution and precision allow us to deter-
mine the rate of Cm change (dCm/dt); in this experiment, the
maximal rate was 
0.3 nF/s, corresponding to net addition
of plasma membrane surface area of 0.03 �m2/s. Assuming
a diameter between 60 and 180 nm per single exocytotic
vesicle (corresponding to a capacitance between 0.1 and 0.8
fF), the number of fusion events per second should be
between 375,000 and 3,000,000. Qualitatively similar re-
sults were obtained in experiments on several other oocytes.
The duration of the lag phase in this experiment (Fig. 7 B)
was representative, but the net rate of exocytosis was higher
than average. Again, it would be difficult to measure such
rates of endo-/exocytosis in single cells using biochemical
assays.

Fig. 8 shows that our modified ramp approach also allows
us to follow complex and long-lasting Cm changes. Here, a
representative Cm trace illustrates the rather stereotypical
response of Xenopus oocytes to 100-s incubation in 1 �M
PMA: starting from a stable baseline Cm value of 
200 nF,
Cm increased rapidly by 
10 nF but then fell continuously
for at least 60 min to Cm values less than half of the baseline
value. Notably, apart from the 100-s incubation (arrow),
PMA was absent throughout the experiment.

The pattern of a limited initial Cm increase followed by a
long and pronounced Cm decrease was consistently ob-
served in control oocytes (n � 30) from several donor
animals. For the Cm decrease, the maximum rates were
rather constant (
�6 � 2 nF/min). Therefore, measure-
ments of net endocytosis rate in response to a PMA pulse
can be used as a marker for the functional state of an
oocyte’s endocytosis machinery. Using this strategy, we
could identify a pronounced effect of the regulatory protein

FIGURE 7 Measuring small and fast Cm changes in Xenopus oocytes
using paired voltage ramps. (A) Effect of cAMP on Cm in native Xenopus
oocyte. White arrows indicate 100-s incubations in 100 �M 8-Br-cAMP,
and black arrow indicates 100-s incubation in 1.0 �M phorbol-12-myristate
13-acetate (PMA). The findings suggest that PKA and PKC regulate two
distinct pools of potential exocytotic vesicles. (B) Effect of PMA on Cm in
native Xenopus oocyte. Arrow indicates 100-s incubation in 1.0 �M PMA.
Assuming diameters of the exocytotic vesicles of 180 nm, corresponding to
0.8 fF, the observed exocytosis rate implies 
375,000 fusion events per
second. Here, voltage ramps with a downward slope of 1 V/s were used (cf.
Fig. 3 A).
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RS1 on PMA-stimulated endocytosis rate (M. Veyhl, B. M.
Schmitt, and H. Koepsell, unpublished results).

DISCUSSION

This work introduces paired voltage ramps as a method for
the continuous monitoring of membrane capacitance (Cm).
The method allows accurate, precise, robust, and simple
monitoring of Cm in large cells such as X. laevis oocytes
using the two-electrode voltage-clamp technique. In com-
bination with a second pulse protocol, the complete electri-
cal parameters of an equivalent circuit comprising parallel
capacitance, conductance, and current source (or, equiva-
lently, a serial voltage source) can be monitored. Though
not tested explicitly, this approach could also be adopted in
patch clamping. This should be particularly straightforward,
for instance, for the whole-cell mode for which efficient
techniques to handle Rs issues already exist (Sherman et al.,
1999).

Precision

High precision of Cm measurements is required to obtain
low-noise recordings and to resolve small Cm changes reli-
ably. In practice, hormones or second messengers may
produce Cm changes of only few nF in Xenopus oocytes
(Vasilets et al., 1990; Loo et al., 1996; Wright et al., 1997),
making a resolution of 
1 nF or better desirable. The
method will be taxed even more by studies of gating cur-

rents, ion binding steps, conformational changes of mem-
brane transporters, or effects of exogenous hydrophobic
ions.

The precision of our modified ramp approach affords
1-nF resolution even under rather difficult recording condi-
tions (Fig. 5 A). Averaging of several individual Cm mea-
surements further improves precision (Fig. 5 B).

The precision of approaches using step commands in
Xenopus oocytes has not been reported. In contrast, the
precision of admittance-based Cm measurements using
patch-clamp techniques has been studied in great detail and
optimized close to the theoretical limits (Gillis, 1995, 2000;
Lollike and Lindau, 1999; Chen and Gillis, 2000). In abso-
lute terms, inaccuracy increases with membrane area, with
values being lowest in excised patches and significantly
higher in the whole-cell configuration. In relative terms,
imprecision in a 22-pF model circuit under optimum con-
ditions was 
0.05%, corresponding to 
10 fF (Gillis,
1995). Thus, relative imprecision of patch-clamp-based ad-
mittance measurements is virtually identical with the im-
precision of our paired ramp approach (Fig. 5 B), and both
methods probably are similarly close to their theoretically
achievable limits.

Accuracy

Accuracy (or fidelity) pertains to the absolute value of the
measured Cm and its deviation from the true Cm value.
Thus, accuracy is clearly the most important aspect of
performance when the absolute value of Cm is the parameter
of interest, e.g., estimation of membrane permittivity or
total surface area. In fact, however, accuracy is of equal
importance when only relative changes are studied (see
under Robustness below).

In the absence of series resistance, our modified ramp
approach yields very accurate Cm estimates over the entire
range (and beyond) of Cm and Rm values encountered in
TEVC experiments on Xenopus oocytes: 10 k� � Rm � 2
M�, 10 nF � Cm � 1000 nF (Fig. 6). When a series
resistance is present, it is expected that the apparent Cm

value, C*m, will deviate from the true Cm in a systematic
way. The relative error � � (C*m � Cm)/Cm can be calcu-
lated from the time course of Vm(t) in the model circuit (Fig.
4), given as Vm(t) � (dV/dt) � [Rm/(Rs � Rm)] � [t � Ri �
Cm(1 � e�(Ri�Cm)]; herein, Ri represents Rs � Rm/(Rs �
Rm), the parallel combination of Rs and Rm. Neglecting the
exponential term, � is approximated by � � 2 � Rs/(Rs �
Rm) � [Rs/(Rs � Rm)]2, or simply and still sufficiently
accurate as � � 2 � Rs/(Rs � Rm). Our finding of an
excellent agreement between predicted and observed errors
(Fig. 6, bottom panels) has two important implications.
First, the effect of uncompensated series resistance can
probably be neglected in most experiments. To measure Cm

with less than 2% inaccuracy in Xenopus oocytes, where Rs

is usually less than 1 k�, conductances as high as 10 �S can

FIGURE 8 Measuring complex and long-lasting Cm changes in Xenopus
oocytes using paired voltage ramps. Effect of PMA on Cm in native
Xenopus oocyte. Arrow indicates 100-s incubation in 1.0 �M PMA, which
was preceded and followed by continuous superfusion with ND96. Ramps
were as in Fig. 7. Without PMA treatment, Cm of Xenopus oocytes does not
change significantly within similar time periods (data not shown). In
contrast to patch clamp or other approaches, such slow and prolonged
changes of membrane surface area can be followed conveniently by Cm

measurements in Xenopus oocytes. The pronounced effect of PMA illus-
trates the importance of Cm monitoring when studying the hormonal
regulation of ion channels or transporters. Because the effects are complex
and time dependent, end-point measurements may be misleading, as op-
posed to continuous monitoring.
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be tolerated (Fig. 6). This limit allows us to study safely
electrogenic transporters or pumps but may preclude Cm

measurements in oocytes with overexpressed, fully acti-
vated ion channels. Second, the tight correlation of the
error with the ratio Rs/(Rs � Rm) suggests that this source
of inaccuracy can be largely eliminated if Rs is known
from an independent measurement, allowing us to mon-
itor Cm even under such extreme conditions. Methods for
fast and accurate measurement of Rs in Xenopus oocytes
are unavailable at present but under way (H.-R. Polder,
personal communication).

A unique advantage of the paired ramps is that they yield
accurate Cm estimates irrespective of whether the I-V rela-
tionship is linear or nonlinear, provided the I-V relationship
is not time varying (Fig. 2). Charges moved due to such
nonlinear current components are perfectly canceled out by
the algorithm used to calculate Cm. Therefore, voltage-
dependent activation or inactivation of conductances per se
do not affect the Cm measurements. For instance, our ap-
proach would probably yield valid Cm estimates in Xenopus
oocytes expressing channels with rapid and simple voltage
gating such as certain twin-pore K� channels (Rajan et al.,
2001). Similarly, the contribution of gating charges per se to
the true Cm of a given real membrane under investigation
would yield a correct value of what could be termed the
chord capacitance of a nonlinear capacitor over the partic-
ular voltage interval tested.

In contrast, when activation and inactivation of conduc-
tances occur over finite periods, possibly in complex pat-
terns, Cm estimates will not be exact any more. The mag-
nitude of the error depends on the pattern and time constants
of the gating processes, the magnitude of the activated or
inactivated conductances, and the amplitude and position of
the ramp stimulus. In general, it is therefore usually best to
place the stimulus outside the range where membrane con-
ductance is voltage sensitive. If this is not possible or
desired, however, the paired ramp approach will, in contrast
to the other methods, at least tend to minimize the effect of
such nonlinearities and thus enhance the robustness of the
Cm measurements.

The accuracy of Cm determinations using step commands
has not been assessed systematically. The basic version
(Lindau and Neher, 1988; Vasilets et al., 1990; Hirsch et al.,
1996; Forster et al., 1999; Gentet et al., 2000) will return
inaccurate Cm estimates if the approximation Qres �
Im(t3�) � t is not valid. Approaches that incorporate the
assumption that both Ires and Icap follow monoexponential
time courses with the same time constant �1 and use numer-
ical or other methods or to solve for Qres and Qcap will be
more exact (Adrian and Almers, 1974; Peres and Bernar-
dini, 1985) (pCLAMP 8.0 software, Axon Instruments, Fos-
ter City, CA). However, step protocols are intrinsically
sensitive to filtering, nonlinear series resistance or current
electrode resistance, oscillations, and slow clamp, and the
presence of systematic errors is not always easy to detect.

An additional, more fundamental concern with Cm deter-
minations based on time constants is the underlying as-
sumption that the current decay is perfectly monoexponen-
tial. This assumption can be tested directly using electronic
transient neutralization (Gillis, 1995). It was found in Xe-
nopus oocytes that fitting the transient with up to three
different time constants suppressed no more than 90–95%
of the transient amplitude (Stühmer, 1998; H.-R. Polder,
personal communication). Taken together, it is unlikely that
accuracy and robustness of step approaches are equal to or
better than that of ramp protocols.

The accuracy of admittance-based methods has not been
addressed explicitly, either for the more popular patch-
clamp approaches or for the TEVC variety (Weber et al.,
1999; Awayda, 2000). For the patch-clamp version, inaccu-
racy is estimated to be 
5–10% in expert hands (K. D.
Gillis, personal communication), and may be similar for the
TEVC variety.

Time resolution

In most studies of Cm in Xenopus oocytes, Cm was measured
discontinuously at one or several time points (Moody and
Lansman, 1983; Moody and Bosma, 1985; Peres and Ber-
nardini, 1985; Block and Moody, 1987; McCulloh and
Levitan, 1987; Vasilets et al., 1990; Hirsch et al., 1996; Zhu
et al., 1997; Forster et al., 1999), rather than monitoring Cm

continuously throughout the course of the experiment (We-
ber et al., 1999; Awayda, 2000). Discontinuous Cm mea-
surements provide less information, however, and may give
rise to false conclusions.

The maximum frequency with which the paired-ramp
approach can generate Cm estimates is determined by the
duration of the ramp stimulus (Fig. 2). In practice, stimuli
should probably not be shorter than 20 ms, corresponding to
a maximum frequency of 50 Hz. Averaging Cm over several
stimulation cycles will proportionally decrease the time
resolution. For instance, if 100-pF changes need to be
resolved, time resolution drops to 
0.5 Hz (Fig. 5 B).

With step commands, time resolutions ranging from 2 s to
minutes were reported (Peres and Bernardini, 1985; Quick
et al., 1997; Peters et al., 1999; Tong et al., 2001). Higher
rates with step commands have been achieved in Aplysia
neurons (
60 Hz (Johnson and Thompson, 1989)) and with
continuous triangular voltage ramps in squid giant axon
(
900 Hz (Palti, 1969)). The theoretically achievable time
resolution with step commands is similarly limited by the
time required to cover the response to the step command
completely. In practice, six to eight time constants will be
the minimum. In TEVC experiments on Xenopus oocytes,
the upper limit under optimal clamp conditions is probably

50 Hz.

Admittance-based methods can provide outstanding time
resolution of up to several kilohertz in small cells (Lindau
and Neher, 1988). In Xenopus oocytes, however, the theo-
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retical and practical limits are significantly lower (Weber et
al., 1999; Awayda, 2000).

On the other hand, there would probably be no tangible
benefit in increasing the time resolution of Cm measure-
ments beyond several hertz. The only known example for
fast Cm changes is the fusion of single exocytotic vesicles.
Unfortunately, even with sufficient time resolution those
fusion events cannot be resolved in whole Xenopus oocytes
because the associated Cm changes are by many orders of
magnitude smaller than thermal noise (Gillis, 1995).

Robustness

Practically relevant aspects of robustness are accuracy in the
face of variable Rs and Rm, precision in the face of variable
Rs and Rm, and accuracy in the face of non-ideal clamp
conditions. In the absence of series resistance, the accuracy
of our method is extremely robust in the face of Rm changes
(Fig. 6). If clamp fidelity or speed is insufficient, however,
Rm decreasing to very low values may cause an apparent Cm

decrease (see Results). This is probably more a question of
designing feedback controllers, rather than a problem of our
method, because such artifacts are virtually absent when
proportional-integral feedback is used (Fig. 6), as compared
with proportional feedback only (see Results). If Cm is
determined without integral feedback, it is important to use
the highest proportional gain that is compatible with clamp
stability and to observe the steady-state voltage error as a
rough estimate of the concurrent Cm error.

In contrast, the changes of Rm in the presence of a series
resistance compromise accuracy in an unavoidable and pre-
dictable fashion. Therefore, fluctuations of Rs or Rm can
mimic Cm changes. Such Rs errors are often difficult or
impossible to detect or to quantitate. Fortunately, it follows
from the exact quantitative relationship (see above, Discus-
sion) that rather large fluctuations are required to produce
significant errors. Furthermore, methods for fast and accu-
rate monitoring of Rs may allow elimination of such errors
in future. On the other hand, when the working range will be
extended with the aid of such methods to include very high
currents (�20 �A), it will become necessary to verify
explicitly the assumption of perfect space clamp (isopoten-
tiality) and take appropriate measures to minimize isopo-
tentiality errors, if necessary (Baumgartner et al., 1999).

Precision, on the other hand, was found to be largely
unaffected by changes of Rs or Rm. Finally, robustness in the
face of non-ideal clamp conditions is difficult to assess
quantitatively. We observed, however, that Cm readings
remained remarkably stable when the clamp was very slow
or even when oscillations occurred, conditions under which
neither voltage step nor sine wave commands would yield
useful results.

Ease of implementation and operation

Implementation of our modified-ramp approach requires
standard TEVC instrumentation interfaced with a personal
computer, two commercially available electrophysiology
programs (PULSE and X-CHART), and a few short files
that define pulse shape, online analysis, Cm calculation, and
display modes. Acquisition of Cm together with the other
electrical parameters does not require any modifications of
the standard TEVC recording arrangement and can be ac-
tivated by a simple command. As long as the recording
arrangement is stable, operation can proceed automatically.
In particular, neither the experimenter nor the software
needs to keep track of any parameters.

During Cm measurements using our modified-ramp ap-
proach, the individual current responses to the ramp stimu-
lus are displayed in a separate window of PULSE (oscillo-
scope). Characteristic features of the current trace provide a
direct visual representation of Cm and Rm. Potential prob-
lems with clamp quality, such as slow clamp, oscillations,
etc., are thus apparent and can be corrected immediately
during the experiment.

With step commands, hard- and software requirements
are probably comparable, albeit computing overhead is
higher with the time constant approach because of the curve
fitting procedures. Automatization should be possible in a
similar way but has not been implemented for TEVC ex-
periments to date.

Admittance-based Cm measurements in the TEVC mode,
in contrast, may require extra hardware, such as a second
A/D converter or a sine-wave generator (Weber et al.,
1999). Moreover, no standard software is available for data
handling and processing, including the complex transforms
and fitting procedures. Importantly, the validity of Cm mea-
surements based on admittance methods depends on a rather
high number of parameters, including gain, amplitude, fre-
quency, and digitization of the sine wave stimulus, filtering
of stimulus and current signal, and the settings for capaci-
tance and series resistance compensation (Gillis, 1995).
Their individual and combined effects on the Cm determi-
nations are complex, and errors due to incorrect settings are
not immediately obvious. Clearly, a high level of theoretical
knowledge and familiarity with admittance measurements
in particular are necessary to obtain valid Cm data with these
methods.

Taken together, our modified-ramp approach is suited to
monitor Cm in Xenopus oocytes with high accuracy, preci-
sion, and robustness. Moreover, our method is well charac-
terized, simple, inexpensive, and easy to use. Based on
available data, the performance of our approach is equal or
superior to other TEVC approaches. Analysis of the other
approaches furthermore shows that their theoretically
achievable performance is not significantly different from
the performance already available with our method. Cm

measurements can be conveniently combined with a step
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pulse to allow simultaneous monitoring of Vm and Im as well
as of important additional electrical circuit parameters that
are not available in standard TEVC recordings, such as gm

or Erev.
Our paired-ramp approach may serve cell biologists as a

straightforward and real-time method to study the mecha-
nisms of exo-/endocytosis. Electrophysiologists investigat-
ing the regulation of ion channels or membrane transporters
by hormones and second messengers may use this method
as a tool to distinguish direct effects on protein function
from indirect effects that are mediated by insertion into or
retrieval from the plasma membrane. Finally, the method
offers a way to make membrane capacitance one of the
parameters that can be exploited for drug screening, now
that machines become increasingly available that carry out
TEVC and patch-clamp experiments automatically and in
high-throughput formats (e.g., Roboocyte, Multichannelsys-
tems, Reutlingen, Germany, or Axon Instruments, Foster
City, CA).
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